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Abstract. This paper revisits the semantics for Prolog with cut from
the perspective of formulating a semantic base that is amenable to ab-
stract interpretation. It argues that such a semantics should separate
the question of divergence from questions pertaining to the number of
answers and determinacy. It also shows how to replace prefix ordering,
that is classically used in these semantics, with a domain that is setup
for abstraction, whilst simultaneously retaining a fixpoint construction,
albeit one in a stratified form.

1 Introduction

The cut is arguably the most widely used non-logical feature of Prolog; by giving
the programmer control over the search it is crucially important for making
Prolog programs efficient. Prolog programmers use the cut operator to literally
cut off all choice points that may lead to additional answers, once a goal has
succeeded. A cut that is used to (brutely) enforce determinacy in this way is
classified as red [14]. Cuts that are coloured green and blue are used, respectively,
to avoid repeating tests in clause selection and exploring clauses which would
ultimately fail. Such classifications have been introduced to aid manual reasoning
about the effects of cut in different contexts though, arguably, a more principled
approach would to be define a semantics that encapsulated that effect of cut in
a given context. Then, in principle, abstract interpretation [3] could be applied
to systematically derive from the semantics an abstract interpreter (a tool) for
program comprehension that could automatically classify different applications
of cut, and thereby support program development.

This is an attractive idea since the programmer would be insulated from the
conceptual complexity of the semantics, yet would benefit from its rigour. One
might expect that there is nothing left to be said on this subject: denotational
semantics for cut can be traced back at least twenty years [2,6,7], and analyses
for reasoning about determinancy and cut also have a long and distinguished
history [4,11,12,13,16].

Yet reasoning about cut does not sit comfortably with abstract interpreta-
tion; something that has been exposed in our attempt to certify our own deter-
minacy inference tool [10] in Coq. First, semantically justifying a determinacy
analysis that is faithful in its handling of cut requires a computational (concrete)
domain that is amenable to abstraction, and that can express the existence of
several alternative possibilities and the order in which they occur. Second, a
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semantics should ideally separate the question of divergence from questions per-
taining to the number of answers and determinacy. Third, cut is not monotonic;
in fact, it can be used to define not as negation-by-failure. This means defining
a fixpoint semantics is non-trivial, to say the least. The first and second of these
issues are subtle and therefore we amplify these points by way of an extended
introduction that motivates the design choices taken in the rest of paper.

1.1 Contributions and Outline

The paper makes the following contributions:

1. We discuss the state-of-the-art in denotational semantics for Prolog with cut,
addressing in particular their amenability to abstract interpretation.

2. We identify and correct of mistakes in previously published work on this
topic [10], which were discovered by means of interactive theorem proving.

3. We present the first well-defined denotational semantics for cut designed to
serve as a basis for abstract interpretation.

4. Our definitions are accompanied by a collection of Coq-scripts, available at
http://www.cs.kent.ac.uk/people/rpg/jek26/thesis/, thus presenting
the first formalisation of a semantics for Prolog with cut; the work presented
here forms part of a larger project of formalising abstract-intpretation-based
analyses for Prolog [8].

The paper is structured as follows: the remainder of Section 1 discusses the
state-of-the-art; Section 2 presents the domains underlying our constructions,
and in that context discusses mistakes and deficiencies in previously published
work; Section 3 briefly presents the required syntactic definitions and fixpoint
theory; Section 4 presents the semantics; and finally Section 5 concludes.

1.2 Domains versus Abstraction

Existing semantics [2,6,7] are defined over computational domains of sequences
of substitutions or states, ordered by a prefix order (sequence a is less than
sequence b iff a is a (strict) prefix of b). These domains are not amenable for ab-
straction. This is because a sequence of substitutions is most naturally abstracted
by a sequence of sets of substitutions (cruder abstractions can be derived from
sequences of sets by applying a further layer of abstraction). However, working
with sets of substitutions, rather than sequences of single substitutions, engen-
ders a loss of precision which means that a goal can possibly generate additional
answers, hence a sequence of n sets of substitutions actually represents a se-
quence of m substitutions, where m ≤ n. This requires an order on sequences
based on set containment and sub-sequencing that is strictly more general than
the prefix order on sequences of individual substitutions.
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1.3 Monotonicity versus Divergence

These semantics achieve monotonicity in the presence of cut by establishing a
subtle connection between cut and divergence. To explain, consider the non-
monotone predicate liar :- (liar, !, fail) ; true. which is a Prolog
version of the liar paradox: it is succeeds if it fails, and it fails if it succeeds.
The predicate liar exemplifies the non-monotonicity of cut. However, liar also
diverges. In the discussed semantics, the fact that liar diverges gives it a stable
value, namely ⊥. This way the problem that liar poses for the monotonicity
of a semantic operator is avoided. Divergence trumps non-monotonicity, so to
speak, and these semantics for cut are well-defined only because they propagate
divergence over any other semantic value, which allows them to avoid handling
the non-monotonicity of cut.

These semantics also model divergence and the application of cut by sequence
truncation; when either occur, all possible later alternatives are cut off from a
sequence of alternative answers. Truncation as a basic operation naturally goes
with the prefix order on sequences. Therefore, treating the cut in this style
requires one to work with the prefix order, which is an obstacle to abstraction,
as explained above.

Furthermore, divergence and determinacy are two independent properties of
programs which should be orthogonal in the semantics. Termination analysis for
Prolog with [17] and without [5] cut is an independent, well-developed field of
analysis within itself. In programming practice divergence comes first; there is
little correctness and no efficiency gained in knowing that a goal can succeed only
once, when it diverges. An analysis that reasons about cut is therefore only really
useful for goals which do not diverge. This suggests that an analysis for cut may
plausibly avoid the complexity connected with modelling divergence; this follows
the principle that an abstract semantics should be based on a concrete semantics
that expresses the property of interest, and ideally nothing else. Obviously, since
divergence is a complex issue, the conceptual simplicity gained by disentangling
determinacy from divergence is considerable. The classical semantics of [2,6,7]
are not suited for our task, since they do not allow the reasoning about cut to
be separated from reasoning about divergence.

We therefore choose to limit ourselves to non-divergent goals, and construct
a semantics for Prolog with cut with a similarly limited scope. While this avoids
much complication in the correctness argument, the construction of the seman-
tics itself is not trivial: without being able to resort to divergence, non-monotone
uses of cut have to be handled in some other way. The remainder of this paper
explains this construction and the novel structure of our computational domain.
In all, the work can be considered to be a revisit of our own denotational seman-
tics for Prolog with cut [10]; a report on the subtleties that were exposed in a
Coq formulation.
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2 Domains

In this section we incrementally construct the domain by a series of lifts. The
base domain of constraints, defined in Section 2.1, is lifted to downward closed
sets of ideals in Section 2.3. A generic sequence domain is defined in Section 2.4
which is then instantiated with ideals in Section 2.5. Over and above this, a
domain of parameter constraints is introduced in Section 2.2 that is used, in
conjunction with a higher-order abstract syntax [15], to formalise the semantics.

2.1 Constraint Domain

Our domain of sequences is built on a domain of constraints con over a set of
variables V; con is partially ordered by entailment |=, and contains a least and
a greatest element false and true. This structure is can be instantiated to the
domain of Herbrand constraints, or some enriched set of Herbrand constraints,
e.g. their extension by linear arithmetic, and hence can serve as a basis for
expressing Prolog states. Note that this set is implicitly sorted into subsets, based
on the number of variables mentioned in a constraint: there are two constraints
over zero variables, 0con = {true, false}, 1con are unary constraints over a single
variable, 2con are dyadic constraints over pairs of variables, and so on.

2.2 Parameterised Constraint Domain

We will refer to the set of variables mentioned in a constraint as the vector
of variables the constraint constrains. The Coq development the underlies this
study, uses a dependently typed representation of vectors and, as a consequence,
the representation of the type of constraints is also as a dependent type. In fact,
this dependency is propagated from here on all the way through to the type of
a program (see Section 3); everything is really a family of things dependent on
an arity. Hence we assume a family of partially ordered constraints, depending
on the number of constrained variables.

To formulate our semantics in a parametric (higher-order) setting (see Sec-
tion 4), we require a parametric notion of constraint. The idea is simply to
bind the free variables in a constrained with a λ; e.g. x = [], y = z becomes
λxyz, x = [], y = z. We call the thus constructed family of types pcon. Like con,
pcon is implicitly sorted into subsets, with each nφ ∈ npcon expecting a vector
of n variables, and returning a constraint over them Note that each nφ has in-
finitely many semantically equivalent siblings of higher arity: λx, x = [] ∈ 1pcon
is equivalent to λxy, x = [] ∈ 2pcon and λxyz, x = [] ∈ 3pcon and so-forth.

In the following, we denote elements of con by small Greek letters θ, φ, ψ;
we denote the results of closing them, i.e. elements of pcon, by the same small
Greek letters with an underline to indicate that they are closed terms θ, φ, ψ; we
denote sets of (open) constraints by capital Greek letters Θ,Φ, Ψ .
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2.3 Ideal Domain

Next we define the domain C as the non-empty ideals of constraints; the elements
of C represent program states by capturing all possible bindings to the complete
set of program variables consistent with a specific set of constraints; formally
nC := {Θ ⊆ ncon | Θ 6= ∅ ∧ ↓Θ = Θ} where ↓Θ = {ψ ∈ ncon | ∃θ ∈ Θ.ψ |= θ}.
Note that in the sequel ↓will denote downward closure, and it will be used as
a device for constructing ideals over different partial orders. We exclude the
empty set, because we would like {false} to be the bottom element of the
set, representing a failed state. The empty set is not required at this level and
excluding it will simplify the reasoning slightly. In this representation of states,
unification, and more generally constraint solving, is straightforwardly modelled
by set intersection, that is to say the result of unifying variable x with Herbrand
term t at state Θ is simply ↓{x= t} ∩Θ.

2.4 Generic Sequence Domain

We now show how to construct a complete lattice for sequences over a generic
partially ordered set by constructing an order that combines the notion of a
sub-sequence with point-wise comparison of the elements of two sequences. In
what follows, sequences are written as lists of elements, e.g. ‘[a, b, c]’; the result of
constructing a sequence from an element a and a sequence s is written as ‘a :: s’;
the result of concatenating two sequences s1 and s2 is written as ‘s1 + +s2’; the
result of mapping a function f : A→ B onto a sequence s of elements drawn from
A is written as ‘map f s’ ; the result of removing all occurrences of an element
a from a sequence s is written as ‘remove a s’; finally, the empty sequence is
denoted by ‘ε’. With this notion in place, our sub-sequence order is defined:

Definition 1 (combined subsequence order). Given a partial order vA on
A, the set Seq(A) of sequences over A is partially ordered by the relation:

∀ s1 s2 . s1 v s2 iff ∃ s3 . s3 E s2 ∧ |s3| = |s1| ∧ s1 vpw s3

where vpw is the point-wise lifting vA sequences of equal length, and t E s means
that t is a (possibly non-contiguous) sub-sequence of s, defined as follows:

∀ s . ε E s

∀ s s′ a . s E s′ ⇒ a :: s E a :: s′

∀ s s′ a . s E s′ ⇒ s E a :: s′

Whilst attempting to formalise in Coq the definitions and proofs published
in [9,10], we found the set of sequences of downward closed sets of partially
ordered constraints, as defined there is not a complete lattice. The mistake is in
the definition of a join over sequences of partially ordered elements. The paper
attempts to define a join in terms of a meet by means of a standard construction.
The meet is defined by first defining a binary operator ⊗ and then lifting it to
potentially infinite subsets. The operator ⊗ is defined as follows:
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Definition 2 (candidate meet over sequences [10, Section 2.1.2]).

s1⊗s2 =
{
s2 ⊗ s1 if |s2| < |s1|
remove { false }

(⊔
pw{s1 upw s3 | s3 E s2 ∧ |s3| = |s1|}

)
otherwise

where
⊔

pw and upw are point-wise join and point-wise binary meet, which require
all elements in the joined set, resp. both operands of the binary meet, to have the
same length.

As defined above, s1 ⊗ s2 is not a greatest lower bound of s1 and s2. The
attempted proof that s1 ⊗ s2 is the greatest lower bound of s1 and s2 relies
on the unproven assertion that ⊗ is monotone. In fact, the following counter-
example shows it is not:

Example 1 (⊗ is not monotone). To construct a counter-example to the mono-
tonicity of ⊗, it is sufficient to provide three sequences s1, s2, and s3, such that
s1 v s2 and s1 ⊗ s3 6v s2 ⊗ s3. Take any partial order vA on A, and any two
elements a and b ∈ A, such that a vA b. Consider the two sequences [b, b] and
[b, b, a] and note that clearly [b, b] v [b, b, a]. Combining each of these with the
third sequence [a, b, b] by ⊗ gives: [a, b, b]⊗ [b, b] =

⊔
pw{ [a, b]upw [b, b], [b, b]upw

[b, b], [a, b] upw [b, b] } =
⊔

pw{ [a, b], [b, b], [a, b] } = [b, b], and [a, b, b] ⊗ [b, b, a] =
[a, b, a]. Clearly [b, b] 6v [a, b, a].

The problem lies in the fact that comparison between lists of different lengths
depends on shorter, but point-wise ‘maximal’ sub-sequences of lists, which may
get destroyed when point-wise combining lists of equal lengths by ⊗. To obtain
a complete lattice, in this paper we move instead to the domain of ideals of
sequences closed under our order:
Definition 3 (Seq↓(A)). Given any partial order A, the domain of ideals of
sequences of A is defined as:

Seq↓(A) := { S | S ⊆ Seq(A) ∧ S = ↓S }.
It follows that Seq↓(A) is a complete lattice if A is a partial order. The definition
of our semantics will require a notion of concatenation:

Definition 4 (concatenation over Seq↓(A)). Given a partial order A and
to downward closed sets of sequences over A, S1 and S2, we define the binary
operator +++ over Seq↓(A) as:

S1 +++ S2 := { s1 ++ s2 | s1 ∈ S1 ∧ s2 ∈ S2 }
Note that Seq↓(A) as defined on the basis of our combined sub-sequence order is
closed under +++, i.e. S1 +++S2 = ↓(S1 +++S2), which is why the above definition
need not explicitly close the constructed set. Note further that S1 +++ S2 = ∅ if
either S1 = ∅ or S2 = ∅ . The following lemma states that the lifted concatenation
operators as defined above does not undermine the continuity of a semantic
operators defined in terms of it.

Lemma 1 (concatenation over Seq↓(A) is monotone and continuous).

– ∀ S1 S2 T1 T2 ∈ Seq↓(A).S1 ⊆ S2 ⇒ T1 ⊆ T2 ⇒ S1 +++ T1 ⊆ S2 +++ T2

– ∀ S1 S2 ∈ P(Seq↓(A)).(
⋃
S1) +++ (

⋃
S2) =

{
S1 +++S2 | S1 ∈ S1 ∧S2 ∈ S2

}
6



2.5 Ideal Sequence Domain

Finally, we are in a position to define the domain underlying our denotational
semantics for Prolog with cut, as that of ideals of sequences of states: Seq↓(C).
We denote elements of Seq(C), i.e. individual sequences of states, by Θ,Φ,Ψ ;
we denote elements of Seq↓(C) by small Greek letters σ, τ . Note that Seq↓(C)
has two elements which are less than all its other elements: ⊥ = ∅ and { ε }
(= ↓{ε}), which is greater only than ⊥. Each has an intuitive interpretation: { ε }
represents failure and ⊥ represents divergence.

3 Syntax

As observed above, the cut is essentially a contextual construct: its effect, be it
to remove open possibilities (red), or just to improve efficiency by failing quicker
(blue, green), depends on its context. Rather than giving a meaning to cut itself,
therefore, we chose to treat it contextually. That is to say, the semantics we are
constructing will not have a rule for J!K like those in [2,6,7]. Rather, we construct
a semantics in which cut influences the evaluation of the goals in its context.
In order to do so in a uniform way, and avoid enumerating cases upon cases of
different uses, we normalise the use of cut syntactically.

3.1 Cut-normal Form

This is achieved by normalising the format for predicate definitions: we assume
each predicate in the analysed program to be defined in a single clause of the form
p(x) ← G1;G2, !, G3;G4, where each Gi is a conjunctive goal (see Definition 5
below). We say a program in which each predicate is defined in this way is in
cut-normal form.

Example 2. For example consider the following pair of predicates:

memberchk(X,L) :- member(X,L), !.
member(X,[X|_]).
member(X,[_|L]) :- member(X,L).

The cut-normal program containing definitions of the predicates memberchk and
member looks like this:

memberchk(X, L) :- false;
(member(X, L), !, true);
false.

member(X, L) :- L = [X| _];
(false, !, true);
(L = [_| R], member(X, R)).

Working with programs in cut-normal form does not introduce a loss of gen-
erality, since all Prolog programs can be transformed into cut-normal form by
applying simple transformations [10] which we do not elaborate on here.
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3.2 Higher Order Abstract Syntax

The logic programming semantics community standardly deals with the issue of
free variable by applying renaming operators, that are constructed from projec-
tions, which are approximating in the abstract context. The functional commu-
nity has a similar, if somewhat harder, problem with name capturing; and has
developed an elegant non-approximating solution - higher order abstract syntax
(HOAS) [15]. Applying this approach in the logical context relieves us of the need
to apply renamings, and thus renders the corresponding requirements on the do-
mains superfluous and the definitions and proofs less complex. In particular: the
case of a predicate call becomes trivial throughout. Though not conceptually
easier then renaming, the HOAS-approach is much more natural when working
within the functional setting of Coq, because it is based on function abstraction
and application, native concepts in the Coq proof assistant, the tool we have
adopted to certify our proofs. Adopting this approach, the syntax of Prolog
programs with cut is defined in the HOAS-style as follows:

Definition 5 (cut-normal form Prolog syntax). Goals (of arity n) are con-
structed from parametric goals (pGoal) defined as follows:

pGoal :: Vn → Goal

:= tell θ | head p | conj pGoal pGoal

where V is the set of program variables, P is a set of predicate identifiers, p ∈ P,
and θ ∈ pcon. Predicates are defined from parametric goals in cut-normal form,
and programs are simply lists of predicates:

Predicate := p← pGoal ; pGoal , ! , pGoal ; pGoal .
Program := ε | Predicate.Program.

where again p ∈ P.

Notice that parametric goals are themselves functions. When applied to a vector
x, conj passes x down to its component parametric goals. In this way x is
propagated down to the atomic goals, where it is either used as an argument for
a parametric constraint under a tell, or is passed on to the body of the predicate
called by head. This propagation is realised by the semantic operators described
in Section 4.

3.3 Cut-stratification

Before we define our semantics, there is the issue of non-monotonicity to be
addressed. As discussed previously, a motivation for defining a new semantics
for cut is to keep it conceptually separate from divergence. This means we cannot
resort to divergence in order to assign a stable meaning to predicates such as
the liar predicate, but rather have to address non-monotonic directly.
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The influential work [1] addresses the parallel problem in the context of
negation by banning the use of such viciously circular definitions. To this end,
they introduce the notion of stratification with respect to negation. In their view,
negation is used ‘safely’, if all predicates falling under the scope of a negation are
defined independently of the predicate in which that negation occurs. Given the
connection between cut and negation, it is natural to adopt a similar approach
towards our analogous problem. We define stratification with respect to cut as
follows: cut is used safely, if the decision whether a cut is reached or not depends
only on predicates that are defined independently of the context of that cut:

Definition 6 (cut-stratification). A program P is cut-stratified, if there P
can be partitioned into n separate strata, such that P =

⋃n
0 Si, S0 is cut-free,

and the following two conditions are met for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n:

1. For all p ← G1;G2, !, G3;G4 in Si, all calls in G2 are to predicates in⋃
k<i Sk.

2. For all p← G1;G2, !, G3;G4 in Si, all calls in G1, G3 and G4 are to predi-
cates in

⋃
k≤i Sk.

A stratified program can be represented as a list of strata, each of which is itself
a program, i.e. a list of predicates in cut-normal form.

Notice that this restriction is, as far as we can see, purely theoretical. In the
worst case, a cut after a recursive call produces a situation like or similar to that
of the liar-predicate above, which has no stable semantics and diverges. In the
best case, such a cut is simply redundant. Either way, we have not been able
to come up with an example in which such a cut is put to good use; nor have
we been able to find such a cut in an actual Prolog program, which suggests
that treating cut in this way – separate from divergence and stratified – is an
appropriate mathematical way to capture programming practice.

3.4 Environments

The driving intuition behind the semantics described in Section 4 is to simulate
the effect that execution of a goal will have on a current state of computation. To
evaluate predicate calls, semantic summaries of their definitions are looked up in
an environment, a mapping from predicate identifiers and vectors of variables (to
construct goals from the parametric goals in a predicate definition) to continuous
functions from a current state to a new state; formally we define:

Definition 7 (poly-environment). The type of a (n-ary) poly-environment is
defined as follows (where ‘E’ stands for ‘environment’):

E := P→ Vn → Seq↓(C) c−→ Seq↓(C).

We use small German letters e and f as variables for poly-environments. We
write the result of updating f with a mapping from p to λx σ. σ′, which overwrites
any previous mapping f may contain for p, as: f[p 7→ λx σ. σ′].
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Observe that environments model programs by mapping each predicate iden-
tifier to a function simulating the result of executing its (syntactic) definition.
Note too that the ‘inner’ functions from Seq↓(C) to Seq↓(C) is annotated with
c indicating that they are continuous. The reason is that the semantic operator
FG defined below (see Definition 8) is defined in terms of looking up predicate
summaries in environments. To guarantee continuity of FG, the results of these
look-ups need to be continuous.

The bottom poly-environment e⊥ maps predicate identifiers to a default value.
Following [2,6,7], we initialise e⊥ to map those predicate identifiers which have
definitions in the evaluated program to ⊥, and those which do not to { ε },
reflecting the fact that Prolog implementations generally fail with an error when
encountering a call to an undefined predicate; formally:

e⊥ := if p ∈ P then λ xσ.⊥ else λ xσ. { ε }

This case distinction is not reflected in the Coq scripts used to check the results.
We have the necessary structure in place and could easily reflect it; however,
experience has shown that it introduces considerable complexity, without much
gain: the interesting part of any fixpoint construction is that dealing with p ∈ P;
and since { ε } is well-behaved as a value, the additional case-split would have
amounted to little more than code duplication. (The situation would be different,
if, e.g. concatenation over Seq↓(C) contained a check that neither argument is
{ ε }.)

3.5 Fixpoint Semantics of Stratified Programs

Given a stratified program represented as a list of strata P = P1, . . . , Pn, the
semantic operator FP at the heart of the denotational semantics will map each
stratum Pi to a growing function of type E→ E. A growing function [1] of type
f : E → E satisfies a relaxed monotonicity property of the form ∀fgh ∈ E.f v
g v h v f ↑ ω(f)⇒ f(g) v f(h) where v is the natural pointwise ordering on E.
Applying FP to each Pi constructs a sequence of growing functions FP1 , . . . ,FPn

which can be combined thus

f1 = FP1 ↑ ω(⊥), f2 = FP2 ↑ ω(f1), . . . , fn = FPn ↑ ω(fn−1)

Following [1], we then define iter(FP1 , . . . ,FPn , (⊥)) = fn. This poly-environment
is the join of all fi and therefore a good candidate for a well-defined fixpoint
semantics of stratified programs. Complete details for a formulation of this con-
struction can be found in [8].

There is, however, one potential worry to be discussed: given a stratified pro-
gram P , there are several representations of it as lists of strata, that is to say,
there are several ways of stratifying a stratified program. Since the construction
of iter(FP1 , . . . ,FPn

, (⊥)) syntactically depends on the particular stratification,
this could mean that it is not uniquely defined. In response, [1] show that the
fixpoint construction is independent of these stratifications, i.e. that for two dif-
ferent stratifications P1, . . . , Pn and P ′1, . . . , P

′
n of P , iter(FP1 , . . . ,FPn , (⊥)) =
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iter(FP ′
1
, . . . ,FP ′

n
, (⊥)) (see [1, Theorem 11, p.116]). Their proof is rather com-

plex, however, the result is not surprising: though there are several possible
stratifications, it seems plausible that there is a canonical stratification for each
program, which could serve as the basis for a canonical, thus unique, fixpoint.

4 Denotational Semantics for Prolog with cut

Now we are in a position to define the semantics of a cut-stratified Prolog pro-
grams as the stratified fixpoint of the sequence of growing functions induced by
the operator FP below. Note that due to its contextual treatment, the cut only
appears at the level of predicate definitions (FH). This means that goals can be
treated in the standard way; FG is monotone and continuous.

Definition 8. For a given stratified program P = P1, . . . , Pn, its semantics is
defined as a iter(FP1 , . . . ,FPn

, (⊥)), where each FPi
= FP JPi K, and FP is de-

fined as follows:

FP : Program→ E
g−→ E

FP Jε K f = f
FP Jp← B : P K f = (FP JP K f)[ p 7→ FH Jp← B K f ]

where B = G1;G2, !, G3;G4.

FH : Predicate→ E→ Vn → Seq↓(C) c−→ Seq↓(C)
FH Jp← BK f = λxσ.

⊔{
if {ε}⊂τ2 then τ1+++ τ3 else τ1+++ τ4 | Θ ∈ σ

}
where B = G1;G2, !, G3;G4.
and τ1 = FG JG1 x K f ↓{Θ}
and τ2 = FG JG2 x K f ↓{Θ}
and τ3 = FG JG3 x K f ↓{[Ψ ] | (Ψ : ) ∈ τ2}
and τ4 = FG JG4 x K f ↓{Θ}

FG : Goal→ E→ Seq↓(C) c−→ Seq↓(C)
FG Jtell φ x K fσ = ↓

{
remove {false}

(
map (λΘ. Θ u ↓{φ(x)})Θ

)
| Θ ∈ σ

}
FG Jhead p x K fσ = f p x σ
FG Jconj G1G2 x K f σ= FG JG2 x K f (FG JG1 x K f σ)

Note that ‘⊂’ denotes strict subset; the predicate {ε} ⊂ τ2 checks whether τ2
contains a non-empty sequence. Before explaining in detail, let us attempt to
give an intuition by considering again the member- and memberchk- predicates:

Example 3. To illustrate, consider again the member(A,S) and memberchk(A,S)
(see Example 2 for their definitions in cut-normal form); suppose each is called
at a point in a program where there is only one possible set of bindings, namely
A = 3 and S = [3, 2, 3], represented by a state σ = ↓{ [Θ] } where Θ = ↓{A =
3∧S = [3, 2, 3]}. Below fP = iter(FP1 ,FP2 , (⊥)), i.e. the semantics of the program
containing only these two predicates in two separate strata.
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FG Jheadmember 〈A,S〉 K fP σ ⊇

↓{ [Θ u ↓{S= [A| ]}]} +++ ↓{FG Jheadmember 〈A,S1〉 K fP ↓{ [Θ u ↓{S=
[ |S1]}] } }

= ↓{
[
Θ u ↓{S = [A| ]}, ↓{FG Jheadmember 〈A,S1〉 K fP ↓{ [Θ u ↓{S =

[ |S1]}]}}
]
}

FG Jheadmemberchk 〈A,S〉 K fP σ =
⊔{
∅+++ ↓{[Ψ u ↓{true}]}

}
where Ψ : = FG Jheadmember 〈A,S〉 K fP σ

There are rather a lot of different brackets involved here. The important thing to
notice is that the longest sequence in the denotation of memberchk has exactly
one element, while the longest sequence in the denotation of member has more
than one element. Thus, the fact that the former is deterministic, while the latter
is not, is reflected in their denotations.

Now let us explain in more detail by examining each operator in turn:

4.1 Evaluation of Single Goals (FG)

FG JG K fσ evaluates the single goal G in the context of an environment f; it
simulates the effect that execution of G would have in the context of a program
summarised by f on the ‘current state’ σ. Note that FG propagates both failure
({false}), and divergence (⊥), as long as f does.

The clauses for head and conj should seem unsurprising; the former is
a straightforward look up of a predicate summary in the context; the latter
models consecutive execution of two goals by executing the left-most goal first,
and channelling the result as the new ‘current state’ into the execution of the
other.

The clause for tell simulates the effect of adding a conditional constraint
φ(x) to the current store, by adding it in all alternatives, i.e. mapping the op-
eration of intersection with ↓{φ(x)} onto a sequence. Some of these alternatives
may fail when the additional constraint is posted, i.e. Θ u ↓{φ(x)} may reduce
to {false}. Rather than carrying these failures around, we remove them from
the sequence, making sure that only open branches are retained in the defining
sequence of the ideal.

4.2 Evaluation of cut in Context (FH)

As stated above, FH does not evaluate cut by itself; rather, it reflects the effect
that it has on the execution of the goals around it. Cut is used in the context
of choice, i.e. disjunction. When encountering a disjunction in cut normal form,
the pre-cut disjunct G1 is not affected by the cut. However, depending on the
success of G2, the result of executing G1, τ1, is concatenated with one of two
possible second disjuncts: If G2 fails, i.e. all possibilities open in σ are closed
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after its execution and σ is reduced to {ε}, τ1 is concatenated with the result of
executing G4 in the initial state σ.

If G2 does not fail, i.e. the state after its execution has some open branches
left and is thus strictly larger than {ε}, only the first of these possibilities are
used for a basis of evaluating G3, and the result of that evaluation is appended
to τ1 . This implements the effect of the ‘red cut’ to remove open possibilities
for backtracking when it is reached.

Note that this treatment of cut is direct; that is to say, it does not require
additional technical machinery such as cut-flags [7,2] or cut-markers [6] which
propagate the effect of cut implicitly by means of a special concatenation op-
eration. The price we pay for this is a rather coarse over-approximation of di-
vergence: if any of the two open branches of a predicate diverges, the entire
predicate is taken to diverge.

4.3 Evaluation of Programs (FP )

Finally, FP JProg K does the obvious thing: it evaluates each predicate P defined
in Prog in turn, and updates the constructed environment with a mapping from
the name of P to its evaluation under FH .

4.4 Note on Monotonicity

The reader may be wondering about the use of set comprehension and join in
the definition of FH . Prima facie, the definition should look as follows:

FH Jp← G1;G2, !, G3;G4.K f = λxσ. if {ε}⊂τ2 then τ1+++ τ3 else τ1 +++ τ4
where τ1 = FG JG1 x K f σ
and τ2 = FG JG2 x K f σ
and τ3 = FG JG3 x K f ↓{[Θ] | (Θ : ) ∈ τ2}
and τ4 = FG JG4 x K f σ

The reason why FH is not defined like this, is that it needs to construct a
continuous, hence monotone function from Seq↓(C) to Seq↓(C). The if-then-else
construct above is not monotone, since σ1 ⊆ σ2 does not in general guarantee
that {ε} ⊂ FG JG2 x K fσ1 iff {ε} ⊂ FG JG2 x K fσ2; it is possible for the left hand
side of this if-and-only-if to be false, and the right hand side true. The only
solution we see is to ‘push’ the the if-then-else ‘down a level’ inside the set com-
prehension. By considering each element of a set of sequences individually, and
then working with the join of the outcomes, monotonicity is recovered. Note that
it is the same problem, on the level of the environment parameter, that strati-
fication solves: f1 v f2 is not sufficient to guarantee that {ε} ⊂ FG JG2 x K f1 σ
iff {ε} ⊂ FG JG2 x K f2 σ. This problem is solved by partitioning the input en-
vironment into a stable part f and a current part f. The stability of f means
it can be used to branch on in an if-then-else statement without compromising
monotonicity.
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The reader will also have observed that the set comprehension in the defini-
tion of FH has an unintuitive consequence: all non-empty σ contain sequences
Θ for which {ε} 6⊂ FG JG2 x K f ↓{Θ} (at the very least ε is such a sequence);
some σ also contain some sequences Ψ for which this is not the case, i.e. G2 x
succeeds. The fact that a σ which contains some such sequence Ψ will always
contain smaller Θs is a consequence of the move from sequences to ideals of se-
quences, necessitated by the need for a complete lattice. It is a bad consequence,
because as a result the choice between τ3 and τ4 is not uniform for some σ.

Example 4 (FH is a strict over-approximation). To appreciate the effect consider
the conjunctive goal G = q(X, Y), X = 2., which calls the following predicate:

q(X, Y) :- false ; (X = 0, !, Y = 0) ; Y = 1.

The goal G will fail when neither X nor Y are bound; the cut will prevent the
third disjunct of q from ever being explored. However, in the domain of ideals
of sequences such a completely unconstrained state is represented by the ideals
↓{[↓{true}]}. This contains the sequence [↓{X = 2}] for which the third branch of
q is reachable so G will succeed with some σ, such that ↓{[↓{X = 2, Y = 1}]} ⊆ σ.

This is not desirable, however, it is not fatal in the context of an analysis
that over-approximates the number of solutions to a predicate, as in determi-
nacy analysis. FH does not adequately capture the behaviour of cut, but rather
over-approximates success coarsely. That is to say, it under-estimates the ex-
tent of determinacy gained by a cut: in reality q is more deterministic than FH

makes it out to be. Such an over-approximation is safe in the context of deter-
minacy analysis; any analysis which is correct wrt FH will certainly be correct
in practice. If anything, the conditions it derives will be overly strong.

5 Concluding Discussion

There is no doubt that formalisation in Coq has proved to be useful, albeit in
uncovering holes in a denotational semantics that we previously thought to be
well-defined (and which, incidentally, had undergone careful reviewing [10]). The
impetuses for the work was initially to repair the join operator of sequences of
ideals, though this had far reaching implications for the whole semantics.

Formalisation, and specifically the act of trying to prove the monotonicity
of FH , also exposed a deficiency in the semantics: that FH is a course over-
approximation of the solution set. This seems to be an inevitable consequence of
working with a domain of downward closed sequences of downward closed ideals.
This is clear in hindsight, and suggests the the architect of a semantics is not
always the best person to prove their correctness of their semantics since they
can come with the baggage of their own false suppositions; at this stage prove
assistants have an important role to play.

We suspect that the problem of over-approximation can be solved by mi-
grating to a domain of downward closed sequences of pairs of ideals where one
ideal is upward closed and the other ideal is downward closed which, in tandem,
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describe a range of possible constraints, akin to an interval. This will be one
direction for future work. Another will be to investigate conditions under which
it is possible to push if-then-else up one level in FH . Yet another direction will
be to synthesise a determinacy analysis from the semantics and certify its cor-
rectness relative to the semantics presented in this paper using a proof assistant,
which is the overarching goal of this work.
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